IPROWD SCHOOL Student Travel Waiver

To attend the IPROWD SCHOOL program students who live away from the IPROWD SCHOOL course location are required to travel to attend IPROWD SCHOOL workshops.

To ensure students travel arrangements meet OHS and TAFE procedures the IPROWD program requires parents and schools to complete a travel waiver form on an annual basis

Waiver Covers Period: 21 January 2013 - 14 December 2013

Please tick or cross each section and sign form

☐ I give permission for the TAFE Western state IPROWD team to book travel tickets for bus or train travel for my son/daughter /student to travel to attend IPROWD SCHOOL workshops. Details of all travel arrangements will be communicated with students, schools and parents

☐ I will ensure my son/daughter /student is safely on the bus or train to attend the IPROWD SCHOOL workshop and will notify the TAFE IPROWD Coordinator by text or call to confirm student has boarded bus or train

☐ I will notify TAFE NSW IPROWD SCHOOL team if any changes occur to travel arrangements or if any issues arise

☐ I give permission for my son/daughter to drive their own vehicle to attend the IPROWD SCHOOL Workshops

☐ I will be arranging my son/daughter /student travel

☐ I give permission for TAFE NSW IPROWD staff to use TAFE cars or buses to pick up students from the bus or train depot and transport to Berry Accommodation, TAFE Campus or other locations nominated on the excursion form

☐ I will ensure my son/daughter/student is collected from the bus or train depot on return from the IPROWD SCHOOL workshops and I will text or call the IPROWD SCHOOL Coordinator to confirm student has arrived home safely

Parent Signature:

Parent name:

Date:

School Signature:

School contact name:

Date: